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1. Introduction 

1.1 The Council is required to operate a balanced budget, which broadly means that cash 
raised during the year will meet cash expenditure.  Part of the treasury management 
operation is to ensure that this cash flow is adequately planned, with cash being available 
when it is needed.  Surplus monies are invested in low-risk counterparties or instruments 
commensurate with the Council’s risk appetite, providing adequate liquidity initially before 
considering investment return. 

1.2 The second main function of the treasury management service is the funding of the 
Council’s capital plans.  These capital plans provide a guide to the borrowing need of the 
Council, essentially the longer-term cash flow planning to ensure that the Council can meet 
its capital spending obligations.  This management of longer-term cash may involve 
arranging long or short-term loans or using longer-term cash flow surpluses.   On occasion 
any debt previously drawn may be restructured to meet Council risk or cost objectives. 

1.3 The contribution the treasury management function makes to the authority is critical, as 
the balance of debt and investment operations ensure liquidity or the ability to meet 
spending commitments as they fall due, either on day-to-day revenue or for larger capital 
projects.  The treasury operations will see a balance of the interest costs of debt and the 
investment income arising from cash deposits affecting the available budget.  Since cash 
balances generally result from reserves and balances, it is paramount to ensure adequate 
security of the sums invested, as a loss of principal will in effect result in a loss to the 
General Fund Balance. 

1.4 CIPFA defines treasury management as: “The management of the local authority’s 
investments and cash flows, its banking, money market and capital market transactions; 
the effective control of the risks associated with those activities; and the pursuit of 
optimum performance consistent with those risks.” 

2. Reporting requirements 

2.1  Capital Strategy 

2.1.1 The CIPFA 2017 Prudential and Treasury Management Codes require all local authorities to 
prepare a capital strategy report, which will provide the following:  

• a high-level long-term overview of how capital expenditure, capital financing and 
treasury management activity contribute to the provision of services 

• an overview of how the associated risk is managed 

• the implications for future financial sustainability 

2.1.2 The aim of this capital strategy is to ensure that all elected members on the full council 
fully understand the overall long-term policy objectives and resulting capital strategy 
requirements, governance procedures and risk appetite. 

2.1.3 At the time of writing this Strategy CIPFA have just issued revised 2021 Treasury 
Management and Prudential Codes. It has not been possible to reflect the codes in this 
document, but Medway will be adhering to the new requirements as soon as practical.  

 

2.2  Treasury Management Reporting 

2.2.1 Alongside the Capital Strategy the Council is required to receive and approve, as a 
minimum, three main reports each year, which incorporate a variety of policies, estimates 
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and actuals.   

2.2.2 Prudential and treasury indicators and treasury strategy (this report): The first, and most 
important report covers: 

• the capital plans (including prudential indicators). 

• a minimum revenue provision (MRP) policy (how residual capital expenditure is 
charged to revenue over time). 

• the treasury management strategy (how the investments and borrowings are to be 
organised) including treasury indicators; and  

• an investment strategy (the parameters on how investments are to be managed). 

2.2.3 A mid-year treasury management report: This progress report will update members with 
the progress of the capital position, amending prudential indicators as necessary, and 
whether any policies require revision. 

2.2.4 An annual treasury report: This backwards looking review provides details of a selection of 
actual prudential and treasury indicators and actual treasury operations compared to the 
estimates within the strategy. 

2.2.5 The above reports are required to be adequately scrutinised before being recommended to 
the Council.  This role is undertaken by the Audit Committee. 

3. Treasury Management Strategy for 2022/23 

3.1 The strategy for 2022/23 covers two main areas: 

3.2 Capital issues 

• the capital expenditure plans and the associated prudential indicators. 

• the minimum revenue provision (MRP) policy. 

3.3 Treasury management issues 

• the current treasury position. 

• treasury indicators which limit the treasury risk and activities of the Council. 

• prospects for interest rates. 

• the borrowing strategy. 

• policy on borrowing in advance of need. 

• debt rescheduling. 

• the investment strategy. 

• creditworthiness policy; and 

• policy on use of external service providers. 

3.4 These elements cover the requirements of the Local Government Act 2003, the CIPFA 
Prudential Code, MHCLG MRP Guidance, the CIPFA Treasury Management Code and 
MHCLG Investment Guidance. 

3.5 Training 

3.5.1 The CIPFA Code requires the responsible officer to ensure that members with responsibility 
for treasury management receive adequate training in treasury management.  This 
especially applies to Members responsible for scrutiny. The training needs of Members and 
of treasury management officers are periodically reviewed.  
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3.6 Treasury management consultants 

3.6.1 The Council uses Link Group, Treasury Solutions as its external treasury management 
advisors. 

3.6.2 The Council recognises that responsibility for treasury management decisions remains with 
the with the organisation at all times and will ensure that undue reliance is not placed 
upon our external service providers. All decisions will be undertaken with regards to all 
available information including, but not solely, our treasury advisors. 

3.6.3 It also recognises that there is value in employing external providers of treasury 
management services in order to acquire access to specialist skills and resources. The 
Council will ensure that the terms of their appointment and the methods by which their 
value will be assessed are properly agreed and documented and subjected to regular 
review.  

3.7 The Capital Prudential and Treasury Indicators 2021/22 – 2024/25 

3.7.1 The Council’s capital expenditure plans are the key driver of treasury management activity. 
The output of the capital expenditure plans is reflected in prudential indicators, which are 
designed to assist Members’ overview and confirm capital expenditure plans. 

3.7.2 The capital prudential indicator is a summary of the Council’s capital expenditure plans, 
both those agreed previously, and those forming part of this budget cycle.  Due to 
uncertainties over future funding the Capital expenditure it is likely that these indicators 
will evolve as the budget setting process progresses.  

Table 1: Capital Programme 2020/21  

Expenditure 
2021/22 

£000s 

2022/23  

£000s 

2023/24  

£000s 

2024/25 

£000s 

Total 

£000s 

Children and Adult Services 9,128 21,016 50 0 30,194 

Regeneration, Culture, 
Environment and Transformation  

164,887 120,614 130,969 3,625 420,095 

Housing Revenue Account 12,386 9,270 0 0 21,656 

Business Support 2,344 1,562 498 0 4,404 

Member Priorities 323 40 0 0 363 
      

Total Expenditure 189,068 152,502 131,517 3,625 476,712 
      

Prudential borrowing 14,509 39,789 45,182 557 100,037 

Borrowing in lieu of capital receipts 21,036 32,212 57,977 968 112,193 

Borrowing in lieu of future business 
rates 

2,339 10,489 23,390 315 36,533 

Borrowing in lieu of future S106 479 1,103 3 0 1,585 

Capital receipts 3,722 2,680 1,275 22 7,699 

Capital Grants 140,397 59,969 3,277 1,751 205,394 

Right to Buy receipts 26 19 0 0 45 

Developer Contributions 1,362 2,352 401 11 4,126 

Revenue/ Reserves 5,198 3,889 12 0 9,100 
      

Total Funding  189,068 152,502 131,517 3,625 476,712 
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4. Borrowing 

4.1 The Council’s borrowing need (the Capital Financing Requirement) 

4.1.1 The second prudential indicator is the Council’s Capital Financing Requirement (CFR). The 
CFR is simply the total historic outstanding capital expenditure which has not been paid for 
from either revenue or capital resources. It is essentially a measure of the Council’s 
indebtedness and so its underlying borrowing need. Any capital expenditure above, which 
has not immediately been paid for through a revenue of capital resource, will increase the 
CFR. 

4.1.2 The CFR does not increase indefinitely, as the minimum revenue provision or MRP (a 
statutory annual revenue charge) broadly reduces the indebtedness in line with each 
asset’s life, and so charges the economic consumption of capital assets as they are used. 

4.1.3 The CFR includes any other long-term liabilities (e.g. embedded leases and finance leases). 
Whilst these increase the CFR, and therefore the Council’s borrowing requirement, these 
types of scheme include a borrowing facility by the lease provider and so the Council is not 
required to separately borrow for these schemes. The Council currently has £1.5m, of such 
schemes within the CFR. 

4.1.4 Members are asked to approve the CFR projections overleaf: 

 
 

 2021/22 Estimate 

£000s 

2022/23 Estimate 

£000s 

2023/24 Estimate 

£000s 

2024/25 Estimate 

£000s 

CFR – non 
housing 

 

314,380 

390,054 485,990 445,197 

CFR – housing 47,820 52,547 51,667 50,769 

Total CFR 362,200 442,601 537,657 495,966 

Movement in 
CFR 

30,594 80,401 95,055 -41,691 

 

4.1.5 Movement in CFR represented by: 

 2021/22 Estimate 

£000s 

2022/23 Estimate 

£000s 

2023/24 Estimate 

£000s 

2024/25 Estimate 

£000s 

Prudential 
Borrowing 

14,509 39,789 45,183 557 

 

Borrowing in 
lieu of capital 
receipts 

21,036 32,212 57,977 968 

 

Borrowing in 
lieu of future 
business rates 

2,339 10,489 

 

23,390 315 

 

Borrowing in 
lieu of future 
S106 

479 1,103 3 0 

Less MRP/VRP 
(net of offset) 
and other 

-358 -1,988 -9,305 -10,209 
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financing 
movements 

Less capital 
receipts 
repaying 
borrowing 

-6,156 0 -21,036 -32,212 

Less KCC Debt 
Repayment 

-1,254 -1,204 -1,156 -1,110 

Movement in 
CFR 

30,594 80,401 95,055 -41,691 

 

4.1.6 A review of MRP undertaken buy our treasury advisors revealed an over-provision had 
made over a number of years. MRP is therefore being offset by the over-provision from 
2019/20 onwards. It is estimated that total over-provision will have been applied in 
offsetting MRP by the end of 2022/23.  

4.1.7 A key aspect of the regulatory and professional guidance is that elected members are 
aware of the size and scope of any commercial activity in relation to the authority’s overall 
financial position. This Treasury Management Strategy Statement assumes that no further 
expenditure will be undertaken purely for commercial gain rather than in pursuit of the 
Council’s regeneration objectives. 

4.1.8 In recent years the Council has used available cash balances to fund capital expenditure in 
preference to taking new external borrowing.  Principally, because of the profile of the 
capital programme, the cash flow position is now such that in order to maintain liquidity 
we will need to take out external borrowing to manage our cash flow over the medium 
term.  

4.1.9 It is envisaged, subject to revisions in the capital programme, that external borrowing will 
have increased by £30.5m over the course of 2021/22, £80.4m in 2022/22, £95m in 
2023/24 but reducing by £41.7m in 2024/25.  

4.2 Borrowing strategy 

4.2.1 The capital expenditure plans set out in Table 1 (Paragraph 3.7.2 above) provide details of 
the service activity of the Council. The treasury management function ensures that the 
Council’s cash is organized in accordance with the relevant professional codes, so that 
sufficient cash is available to meet this service activity and the Council’s capital strategy. 
This will involve both the organization of the cash flow and, where capital plans require the 
organization of appropriate borrowing facilities. The strategy covers the relevant 
treasury/prudential indicators, the current and projected debt positions and the annual 
investment strategy. 

4.2.2 Current portfolio position – The overall treasury management portfolio as at 31 March 
2021 and the position as at 7 December 2021 is shown below for both borrowing and 
investment.  
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TREASURY PORTFOLIO 

 31 Mar 21 

Actual 

£000 

31 Mar 21 

Actual 

% 

30 November 21  

Current 

£000 

7 December 21 

Current 

% 

Treasury 
Investments 

    

Banks 

 

16,916 41.87 8,016 23.17 

Total Managed In 
House 

16,916 41.87 8,016 23.17 

Externally 
Managed – 
Property Funds (at 
cost) 

22,999 56.93 22,999 66.47 

Money Market 
Funds 

487 1.20 3,587 10.36 

Total Treasury 
Investments 

40,402 100.00 34,602 100.00 

     

Treasury External 
Borrowing 

    

Local Authorities 28,000 10.74 28,000 10.75 

PWLB 128,524 49.33 128,524 49.33 

LOBOs 101,800 39.07 101,800 39.08 

Growing Places, 
SALIX & SELEP 

2,219 0.86 2,196 0.84 

Total External 
Borrowing 

260,543 100.00 260,520 100.00 

     

Net Borrowing 220,141  225,918  

4.2.3 The Council’s forward projections for borrowing are summarized below. The table shows 
the actual external debt against the underlying capital borrowing need, (the Capital 
Financing Requirement – CFR), highlighting any over or under borrowing. 

 2021/22 Estimate 

£000s 

2022/23 Estimate 

£000s 

2023/24 Estimate 

£000s 

2024/25 Estimate 

£000s 

Debt at 1 April 260,543 291,137 371,538 466,594 

Expected 
Change in Debt 

30,594 80,401 95,055 -41,691 

Expected Gross 
Debt at 31 
March  

291,137 371,538 466,594 424,903 
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Capital 
Financing 
Requirement 
31 March 

362,200 442,601 537,657 495,966 

Under/ (over) 
borrowing 

71,063 71,063 71,063 71,063 

 
 

4.2.4 The Council is currently maintaining an under-borrowed position.  This means that the 
capital borrowing need (the Capital Financing Requirement), has not been fully funded 
with loan debt as cash supporting the Council’s reserves, balances and cash flow has been 
used as a temporary measure. This strategy is prudent as investment returns are low and 
counterparty risk is still an issue that needs to be considered. 

4.2.5 The repayment dated for maturity loans is shown below: 

 

  

4.2.6 The long-term aim of officers is to smooth out the maturity profile and reduce reliance on 
short-term borrowing but will seek to hold some short-term debt to manage cash flow. 
However, while short term rates remain considerably below long-term PWLB rates, a 
higher level of short to medium-term loans from other local authorities will be held.  

4.3 New financial institutions as a source of borrowing and / or types of borrowing  

4.3.1  As an alternative to PWLB consideration will be given to the following sources: 

• Local authorities (primarily shorter dated maturities) 

• Financial institutions (primarily insurance companies and pension funds but also some 
banks, out of spot or forward dates) 

• Municipal Bonds Agency (no issuance at present but there is potential) 

4.3.2 Before any of these sources is used for long term funding officers will consult with our 
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treasury advisors, Link. 

 

4.4 Treasury Indicators: limits to borrowing activities 

4.5 The Operational Boundary 

4.5.1 This is the limit beyond which external debt is not normally expected to exceed. In most 
cases this would be a similar figure to the CFR but may be lower or higher depending on 
the levels of actual debt and the ability to fund under-borrowing by other cash resources. 
(Table below). 

 

 

 

Operational 
Boundary 

2021/22 Estimate 
£000s 

2022/23 Estimate 
£000s 

2023/24 Estimate 
£000s 

2024/25 Estimate 
£000s 

Debt 462,200 542,601 637,657 595,966 

Other long-term 
liabilities 

2,000        2,000 2,000 2,000 

Total 464,200 544,601 639,657 597,966 

 

4.6 The authorised limit for external debt.  

4.6.1 This is a key prudential indicator and represents a control on the maximum level of 
borrowing. It is a legal limit, determined under S3(1) of the Local Government Act 2003, 
beyond which external borrowing is prohibited, and this limit needs to be set or revised by 
full Council. The Government retains an option to control either the total of all councils’ 
plans, or those of a specific council, although this power has not yet been exercised. 

Authorised Limit 2021/22 
Estimate 

£000s 

2022/23 Estimate 
£000s 

2023/24 Estimate 
£000s 

2024/25 Estimate 
£000s 

Debt 508,420 596,862 701,422 655,563 

Other long-term 
liabilities 

2,200             2,200        2,200        2,200 

Total 510,620 599,062 703,622 657,763 
 

Upper Limit for Fixed 
Interest Rate Exposure 

2021/22 

£000s 

2022/23 

£000s 

2023/24 

£000s 

2024/25 

£000s 

Net principal fixed rate 
borrowing 

510,620 599,062 707,622 655,563 

Net principal fixed rate 
investment (excluding 
subsidiaries) 

50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 

Net principal fixed rate 
loans to subsidiaries of 
Medway Council 

100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 
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Upper Limit for 
Variable Rate Exposure 

2021/22 

£000s 

2022/23 

£000s 

2023/24 

£000s 

2024/25 

£000s 

Net principal 
investment/borrowing 
(excluding LOBOs) at 
variable rate 

100,000 100000 100,000 100,000 

LOBO limit 102,000 102,000 102,000 102,000 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maturity Structure of Fixed rate 
Borrowing during 2022/23 

Upper Limit Lower Limit 

under 12 months 50% 0% 

12 months and within 24 months 50% 0% 

24 months and within 5 years 50% 0% 

5 years and within 10 years 50% 0% 

10 years and above 100% 0% 

4.6.2 A limit of £100m has applied from 2020/21 for fixed rate loans to subsidiaries (see table 
above). The interest rate set on such loans will take account of market rates, the security 
offered, the risk of default, and the requirements to comply with State Aid rules. 

4.6.3  Against this background and the risks within the economic forecast, caution will be 
adopted with the 2022/23 treasury operations. The Chief Finance Officer will monitor 
interest rates in financial markets and adopt a pragmatic approach to changing 
circumstances: 

• if it was felt that there was a significant risk of a sharp FALL in long and short term 
rates, e.g. due to a marked increase of risks around relapse into recession or of risks of 
deflation, then long term borrowings will be postponed, and potential rescheduling 
from fixed rate funding into short term borrowing will be considered. 

• if it was felt that there was a significant risk of a much sharper RISE in long and short 
term rates than that currently forecast, perhaps arising from an acceleration in the 
start date and in the rate of increase in central rates in the USA and UK, an increase in 
world economic activity or a sudden increase in inflation risks, then the portfolio 
position will be re-appraised with the likely action that fixed rate funding will be drawn 
whilst interest rates are still lower than they will be in the next few years. 

4.7 Policy on borrowing in advance of need  

4.7.1 The Council will not borrow more than or in advance of its needs purely in order to profit 
from the investment of the extra sums borrowed. Any decision to borrow in advance will 
be within forward approved Capital Financing Requirement estimates, and will be 
considered carefully to ensure that value for money can be demonstrated and that the 
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Council can ensure the security of such funds.  

4.7.2 Risks associated with any borrowing in advance activity will be subject to prior appraisal 
and subsequent reporting through the mid-year or annual reporting mechanism.  

4.8 Prospects for Interest Rates 

4.8.1 The Council has appointed Link Group as its treasury advisor and part of their service is to assist the 
Council to formulate a view on interest rates. Link provided the following forecasts on 8th 

November 2021.  These are forecasts for certainty rates, gilt yields plus 80 bps. 

   

 Additional notes by Link on this forecast table: - 

• LIBOR and LIBID rates will cease from the end of 2021. Work is currently progressing to replace LIBOR 

with a rate based on SONIA (Sterling Overnight Index Average). In the meantime, our forecasts are 

based on expected average earnings by local authorities for 3 to 12 months. 

• Our forecasts for average earnings are averages i.e., rates offered by individual banks may differ 

significantly from these averages, reflecting their different needs for borrowing short term cash at 

any one point in time. 

  

4.8.2 The coronavirus outbreak has done huge economic damage to the UK and to economies 
around the world. After the Bank of England took emergency action in March 2020 to cut 
Bank Rate to 0.10%, it left Bank Rate unchanged at its subsequent meetings. 

4.8.3 As shown in the forecast table above, the forecast for Bank Rate now includes five 
increases, one in December 2021 to 0.25%, then quarter 2 of 2022 to 0.50%, quarter 1 of 
2023 to 0.75%, quarter 1 of 2024 to 1.00% and, finally, one in quarter 1 of 2025 to 1.25%. 

4.8.4 Significant risks to the forecasts 

• The Government acts too quickly to cut expenditure to balance the national budget. 
 

• UK / EU trade arrangements – if there was a major impact on trade flows and financial 
services due to complications or lack of co-operation in sorting out significant remaining 
issues.  

 

• Longer term US treasury yields rise strongly and pull gilt yields up higher than forecast. 

 

• Major stock markets e.g., in the US, become increasingly judged as being over-
valued and susceptible to major price corrections. Central banks become increasingly 
exposed to the “moral hazard” risks of having to buy shares and corporate bonds to 
reduce the impact of major financial market selloffs on the general economy. 

 

Link Group Interest Rate View  8.11.21

Dec-21 Mar-22 Jun-22 Sep-22 Dec-22 Mar-23 Jun-23 Sep-23 Dec-23 Mar-24 Jun-24 Sep-24 Dec-24 Mar-25

BANK RATE 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.25

  3 month ave earnings 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.60 0.80 0.90 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

  6 month ave earnings 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10

12 month ave earnings 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20

5 yr   PWLB 1.50 1.50 1.60 1.60 1.70 1.70 1.70 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.90 1.90 2.00 2.00

10 yr PWLB 1.80 1.90 1.90 2.00 2.00 2.10 2.10 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.30 2.30 2.30 2.40

25 yr PWLB 2.10 2.20 2.30 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.50 2.50 2.60 2.60 2.60 2.60 2.70 2.70

50 yr PWLB 1.90 2.00 2.10 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.30 2.30 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.50 2.50
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• Geopolitical risks, for example in Iran, North Korea, but also in Europe and Middle 
Eastern countries; on-going global power influence struggles between 
Russia/China/US. These could lead to increasing safe-haven flows.  
 

• The overall balance of risks to economic growth in the UK is now to the downside, 
including residual risks from Covid and its variants - both domestically and their 
potential effects worldwide. 

 

Gilt and treasury yields 

4.8.5 Inflationary pressures and erosion of surplus economic capacity look much stronger in the 
US compared to those in the UK, which would suggest that Fed rate increases eventually 
needed to suppress inflation, are likely to be faster and stronger than Bank Rate increases 
in the UK.  This is likely to put upward pressure on treasury yields which could then spill 
over into putting upward pressure on UK gilt yields.    

4.8.6 Medium and long term PWLB rates are more likely to rise than fall.  

4.8.7 One of the key results of the pandemic has been a fundamental rethinking and shift in 
monetary policy by major central banks like the Fed, the Bank of England and the ECB, to 
tolerate a higher level of inflation than in the previous two decades when inflation was the 
prime target to bear down on so as to stop it going above a target rate. There is now also a 
greater emphasis on other targets for monetary policy than just inflation, especially on 
‘achieving broad and inclusive “maximum” employment in its entirety’ in the US, before 
consideration would be given to increasing rates.  

• The Fed in America has gone furthest in adopting a monetary policy based on a clear goal of allowing 
the inflation target to be symmetrical, (rather than a ceiling to keep under), so that inflation averages 
out the dips down and surges above the target rate, over an unspecified period of time.  

• The Bank of England has also amended its target for monetary policy so that inflation should be 
‘sustainably over 2%’ before starting on raising Bank Rate and the ECB now has a similar policy.  

• For local authorities, this means that investment interest rates and very short term PWLB rates will 
not be rising as quickly or as high as in previous decades when the economy recovers from a 
downturn and the recovery eventually runs out of spare capacity to fuel continuing expansion.   

• Labour market liberalisation since the 1970s has helped to break the wage-price spirals that fuelled 
high levels of inflation and has now set inflation on a lower path which makes this shift in monetary 
policy practicable. In addition, recent changes in flexible employment practices, the rise of the gig 
economy and technological changes, will all help to lower inflationary pressures.   

• Governments will also be concerned to see interest rates stay lower as every rise in central rates will 
add to the cost of vastly expanded levels of national debt; (in the UK this is £21bn for each 1% rise in 
rates). On the other hand, higher levels of inflation will help to erode the real value of total public 
debt. 

4.9  Investment and borrowing rates 

4.9.1 Investment returns are expected to improve in 2022/23. However, while markets are pricing in a 
series of Bank Rate hikes, actual economic circumstances may see the MPC fall short of these 
elevated expectations.   

4.9.2 Borrowing interest rates fell to historically very low rates as a result of the COVID crisis and 
the quantitative easing operations of the Bank of England and still remain at historically 
low levels. The policy of avoiding new borrowing by running down spare cash balances has 
served local authorities well over the last few years.   
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4.9.3 On 25.11.20, the Chancellor announced the conclusion to the review of margins over gilt 
yields for PWLB rates; the standard and certainty margins were reduced by 1% but a 
prohibition was introduced to deny access to borrowing from the PWLB for any local 
authority which had purchase of assets for yield in its three year capital programme. The 
new margins over gilt yields are as follows: -. 

PWLB Standard Rate is gilt plus 100 basis points (G+100bps) 

PWLB Certainty Rate is gilt plus 80 basis points (G+80bps) 

PWLB HRA Standard Rate is gilt plus 100 basis points (G+100bps) 

PWLB HRA Certainty Rate is gilt plus 80bps (G+80bps) 

Local Infrastructure Rate is gilt plus 60bps (G+60bps) 

4.9.4 Borrowing for capital expenditure.   Link’s long-term (beyond 10 years) forecast for Bank 
Rate is 2.00%. As some PWLB certainty rates are currently below 2.00%, there remains value in 
considering long-term borrowing from the PWLB where appropriate.  Temporary borrowing 
rates are likely, however, to remain near Bank Rate and may also prove attractive as part of a 
balanced debt portfolio.  

4.9.5 While this authority will not be able to avoid borrowing to finance new capital expenditure, 
to replace maturing debt, there will be a cost of carry, (the difference between higher 
borrowing costs and lower investment returns), to any new borrowing that causes a 
temporary increase in cash balances as this position will, most likely, incur a revenue cost. 

 

4.10  Debt Rescheduling 

4.10.1 Rescheduling of current borrowing in our debt portfolio is unlikely to occur as PWLB rates 
for premature repayments are unattractive. 

4.10.2 Decisions related to rescheduling will be reported in reviews of this strategy. 

 

5. Investment  

5.1  Annual Investment Strategy 

5.1.1 Investment policy – management of risk 

5.1.2 The MHCLG and CIPFA have extended the meaning of ‘investments’ to include both 
financial and non-financial investments.  This report deals solely with financial investments, 
(as managed by the treasury management team).  Non-financial investments, essentially 
the purchase of income yielding assets, are covered in the Capital Strategy, (a separate 
report). 

5.1.3 The Council’s investment policy has regard to the following: - 

• MHCLG’s Guidance on Local Government Investments (“the Guidance”) 

• CIPFA Treasury Management in Public Services Code of Practice and Cross Sectoral 
Guidance Notes 2017 (“the Code”)  

• CIPFA Treasury Management Guidance Notes 2018   

• The Council’s investment priorities will be security first, portfolio liquidity second and 
then yield, (return). 

5.1.4 The above guidance from the DLUHC and CIPFA place a high priority on the management of 
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risk. This authority has adopted a prudent approach to managing risk and defines its risk 
appetite by the following means: - 

5.1.5 Minimum acceptable credit criteria are applied in order to generate a list of highly 
creditworthy counterparties.  This also enables diversification and thus avoidance of 
concentration risk. The key ratings used to monitor counterparties are the short term and 
long-term ratings.   

5.1.6 Other information: ratings will not be the sole determinant of the quality of an institution; 
it is important to continually assess and monitor the financial sector on both a micro and 
macro basis and in relation to the economic and political environments in which 
institutions operate. The assessment will also take account of information that reflects the 
opinion of the markets. To achieve this consideration the Council will engage with its 
advisors to maintain a monitor on market pricing such as “credit default swaps” and 
overlay that information on top of the credit ratings.  

5.1.7 Other information sources used will include the financial press, share price and other such 
information pertaining to the banking sector in order to establish the most robust scrutiny 
process on the suitability of potential investment counterparties. 

5.1.8 This authority has defined the list of types of investment instruments that the treasury 
management team are authorised to use. There are two lists in appendix 4 under the 
categories of ‘specified’ and ‘non-specified’ investments.  

5.1.9 Specified investments are those with a high level of credit quality and subject to a maturity 
limit of one year. 

5.1.10 Non- specified investments are those with less high credit quality, may be for periods in 
excess of one year, and/or are more complex instruments which require greater 
consideration by members and officers before being authorised for use. Once an 
investment is classed as non-specified, it remains non-specified all the way through to 
maturity i.e. an 18-month deposit would still be non-specified even if it has only 11 months 
left until maturity. 

5.1.11 Lending limits, (amounts and maturity), for each counterparty will be set through applying 
Treasury Management Practice 1. 

5.1.12 Transaction limits are set for each type of investment in appendix 4. 

5.1.13 This authority will set a limit for the amount of its investments which are invested for 
longer than 365 days, (see appendix 4).   

5.1.14 Investments will only be placed with counterparties from countries with a specified 
minimum sovereign rating, (see appendix 5). 

5.1.15 This authority has engaged external consultants, (see paragraph 3.6), to provide expert 
advice on how to optimise an appropriate balance of security, liquidity and yield, given the 
risk appetite of this authority in the context of the expected level of cash balances and 
need for liquidity throughout the year. 

5.1.16 All investments will be denominated in sterling. 

5.1.17 As a result of the change in accounting standards in 2020/21 under IFRS 9, this authority 
will consider the implications of investment instruments which could result in an adverse 
movement in the value of the amount invested and resultant charges at the end of the 
year to the General Fund. (In November 2018, the Ministry of Housing, Communities and 
Local Government, [MHCLG], concluded a consultation for a temporary override to allow 
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English local authorities time to adjust their portfolio of all pooled investments by 
announcing a statutory override to delay implementation of IFRS 9 for five years ending 31 
March 2023.)  

5.1.18 However, this authority will also pursue value for money in treasury management and will 
monitor the yield from investment income against appropriate benchmarks for investment 
performance. Regular monitoring of investment performance will be carried out during the 
year. 

5.2 Creditworthiness policy  

5.2.1 This Council applies the creditworthiness service provided by Link.  This service employs a 
sophisticated modelling approach utilising credit ratings from the three main credit rating 
agencies – Fitch, Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s.  The credit ratings of counterparties are 
supplemented with the following overlays:  

5.2.2 credit watches and credit outlooks from credit rating agencies; 

5.2.3 CDS spreads to give early warning of likely changes in credit ratings; 

5.2.4 Sovereign ratings to select counterparties from only the most creditworthy countries. 

5.2.5 This modelling approach combines credit ratings, credit watches and credit outlooks in a 
weighted scoring system which is then combined with an overlay of CDS spreads for which 
the end product is a series of colour coded bands which indicate the relative 
creditworthiness of counterparties.  These colour codes are used by the Council to 
determine the duration for investments.   The Council will therefore use counterparties 
within the following durational bands:  

• Yellow  5 years * 

• Dark pink 5 years for Ultra-Short Dated Bond Funds with a credit score of 1.25 

• Light pink 5 years for Ultra-Short Dated Bond Funds with a credit score of 1.5 

• Purple   2 years 

• Blue   1 year (only applies to nationalised or semi nationalised UK Banks) 

• Orange  1 year 

• Red   6 months 

• Green   100 days   

• No colour   not to be used  

5.2.6 The Link creditworthiness service uses a wider array of information than just primary. 
Furthermore, by using a risk weighted scoring system, it does not give undue 
preponderance to just one agency’s ratings. 

5.2.7 Typically, the minimum credit ratings criteria the Council use will be a short-term rating 
(Fitch or equivalents) of F1, a Long-Term rating A-. There may be occasions when the 
counterparty ratings from one rating agency are marginally lower than these ratings but 
may still be used.  In these instances, consideration will be given to the whole range of 
ratings available, or other topical market information, to support their use. 

5.2.8 All credit ratings will be monitored, primarily via Link updates, by Officers on a continuous 
basis.  The Council is alerted to changes to ratings of all three agencies through its use of 
the Link creditworthiness service.  

5.2.9 If a downgrade results in the counterparty / investment scheme no longer meeting the 
Council’s minimum criteria, its further use as a new investment will be withdrawn 
immediately. 

5.2.10 In addition to the use of credit ratings the Council will be advised of information in 
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movements in Credit Default Swap against the iTraxx benchmark and other market data on 
a weekly basis via its Passport website, provided exclusively to it by Link. Extreme market 
movements may result in downgrade of an institution or removal from the Council’s 
lending list. 

5.2.11 Sole reliance will not be placed on the use of this external service.  In addition, the Council 
will also use market data and market information, information on any external support for 
banks to help support its decision making process. 

5.3  Counterparty Limits 

5.3.1 The current counterparty limits are set as;  

• In-house team £20 million limit per counterparty and £25 million for counterparties 
with a Link Asset Services duration rating of 12 months or above. 

5.3.2 No amendments are requested to these counterparty limits.  

5.4 Country limits 

5.4.1 The Council has determined that it will only use approved counterparties from countries 
with a minimum sovereign credit rating of AA- from Fitch (or equivalent). The list of 
countries that qualify using this credit criteria as at the date of this report are shown in 
Appendix 5.  This list will be added to or deducted from by officers should ratings change in 
accordance with this policy.  

5.4.2 In addition: 

• no more than £40m will be placed with any non-UK country at any time; 

• limits in place will apply to a group of companies; 

• sector limits will be monitored regularly for appropriateness.  

5.5 Investment Strategy 

5.5.1 In-house funds. Investments will be made with reference to the core balance and cash flow 
requirements and the outlook for short-term interest rates (i.e. rates for investments up to 
12 months).    

5.5.2 Officers will aim to minimise net cash balances by appropriate uses of short-term 
borrowing such that as cash balances surplus to immediate needs arise they are quickly 
matched by the opportunity to repay maturing debt. 

5.6  Investment in Property Funds 

5.6.1 Property Funds are a form of investment, comprising a portfolio of commercial properties 
to achieve investment returns through rental income and capital growth. However, the 
value of such investments may fall as well as rise. There may also be restrictions on 
redemption of the investment. This type of investment is regarded as a 5 to 7 year 
minimum timeframe. 

5.6.2 Due diligence was undertaken before the Council invested in Property Fund and the CFO 
would carefully consider the Council’s cash balances and cashflow projections before 
investing further amounts.  

5.7 Loans to Social Enterprises and Similar Organisations 

5.7.1 Medway will consider advancing funds to organisations where the purpose of such loans 
advances Council priorities.  

5.7.2 The Council may also make loans or rolling credit facilities to its subsidiary companies.  
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5.8 Investment in Money Market Funds 

5.8.1 Money Market Funds (MMFs) often offer enhanced returns compared with bank call 
accounts while reducing bail- in risk through diversification. Investment has been made in a 
MMF operated by CCLA and officers with consider making similar investments in other 
MMFs. 

5.8.2 Investment treasury indicator and limit – total principal funds invested for greater than 365 
days. These limits are set with regard to the Council’s liquidity requirements and to reduce 
the need for early sale of an investment, and are based on the availability of funds after 
each year-end. 

 

Upper limit for principal sums invested for longer than 365 days 

 2022/23 £m 2023/24 £m 2024/25 £m 

 

Principal sums invested 
for longer than 365 days 

150 150 150 

Current Investments as 
at 30.11.21 in excess of 
1 year maturing each 
year 

0 0 0 

 

5.9 End of year investment report 

5.9.1 At the end of the financial year, the Council will report on its investment activity as part of 
its Annual Treasury Report.  

6. Kent County Council (KCC) Local Government Reorganisation (LGR) 
Debt  

6.1 The charge for the share of KCC debt for which Medway Council was responsible on local 
government reorganisation is based on the current average cost of debt for the County 
Council as a whole. Whilst the County rate at a projected 4.504% for 2020/21 remains 
higher than currently available long- term debt rates, the penalty involved in early 
repayment makes early redemption an unattractive option. The outstanding principal at 1 
April 2022 will be £31.1 million.  

7. Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP) 

7.1  The Minimum Revenue Provision is explained and the Policy Statement for 2022/23 is set 
out at Appendix 1. 

7.2  A review of MRP undertaken by our treasury advisors revealed an over-provision had 
made over a number of years. MRP is therefore being offset by the over-provision from 
2019/20 onwards. On current estimates all of the over-provision will have been offset by 
31 March 2023.  
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Appendix 1 – Minimum Revenue Provision Policy Statement 2022/23 

In setting the Minimum Revenue Provision Policy, Medway Council has regard to the Minimum 
Revenue Provision (MRP) guidance issued by the Secretary of State under section 21(1A) of the 
Local Government Act 2003. 

MRP is calculated on an annuity basis over the estimated lives of assets funded from debt. The 
period over which provision is made for all expenditure after 1 April 2018 is subject to an upper 
limit of 50 years in line with the latest DLUHC guidance. MRP on expenditure prior to 1 April 2018 
is provided over the remaining life previously estimated.  

The Council will treat all expenditures as not ranking for MRP until the year after the scheme or 
asset to which they relate is completed and/or brought into use.  

Estimated life periods will be determined under delegated powers.  

As some types of capital expenditure incurred by the Council are not capable of being related to 
an individual asset, asset lives will be assessed on a basis which most reasonably reflects the 
anticipated period of benefit that arises from the expenditure.  Also, whatever type of expenditure 
is involved, it will be grouped together in a manner which reflects the nature of the main 
component of expenditure and will only be divided up in cases where there are two or more major 
components with substantially different useful economic lives. 

In the case of long term debtors arising from loans or other types of capital expenditure made by 
the Council which will be repaid under separate arrangements (such as long term investments), or 
where borrowing has occurred but will be repaid by future Capital Receipts or agreed income from 
other source, there will be no Minimum Revenue Provision made.   

There is no requirement on the HRA to make a minimum revenue provision, though in the 
interests of prudence the council has opted to do so. 
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Appendix 2 – Interest Rate Forecasts 2021-25 

 

 

 

Link Group Interest Rate View  8.11.21

Dec-21 Mar-22 Jun-22 Sep-22 Dec-22 Mar-23 Jun-23 Sep-23 Dec-23 Mar-24 Jun-24 Sep-24 Dec-24 Mar-25

BANK RATE 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.25

  3 month ave earnings 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.60 0.80 0.90 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

  6 month ave earnings 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10

12 month ave earnings 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20

5 yr   PWLB 1.50 1.50 1.60 1.60 1.70 1.70 1.70 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.90 1.90 2.00 2.00

10 yr PWLB 1.80 1.90 1.90 2.00 2.00 2.10 2.10 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.30 2.30 2.30 2.40

25 yr PWLB 2.10 2.20 2.30 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.50 2.50 2.60 2.60 2.60 2.60 2.70 2.70

50 yr PWLB 1.90 2.00 2.10 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.30 2.30 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.50 2.50
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Appendix 3 – Prudential and Treasury Indicators 

 

 

 

PRUDENTIAL INDICATORS 2021/22 2022/2023 2023/2024 2024/2025 

 Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate 

 £'000 £'000 £’000 £'000 

Capital Expenditure     

Non - HRA 176,682            143,232 131,517 3,625 

HRA  12,286                    9,270 0 0 

    TOTAL 189,068 152,502 131,517 3,625 

      

Ratio of financing costs to net 
revenue stream 

    

Non - HRA 1.30% 2.22% 5.03% 5.00% 

HRA  11.65% 11.84% 11.82% 11.41% 

      

Gross borrowing requirement     

brought forward 1 April 260,543 291,137 371,538 466,594 

carried forward 31 March 291,137 371,538 466,594 424,903 

in year borrowing requirement 30,594 80,401 95,055 (41,691) 

      

Capital Financing Requirement as 
at 31 March 

    

Non – HRA 314,381 390,054 485,990 445,197 

HRA 47,820 52,547 51,667 50,769 

TOTAL 362,201 442,601 537,657 495,966 

       

Annual change in Cap. Financing 
Requirement  

     

Non- HRA 23,762 75,674 95,936 (40,793) 

HRA 6,832 4,727 (881) (898) 

TOTAL 30,594 80,401 95,055 (41,691) 
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TREASURY MANAGEMENT 
INDICATORS  

2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 2024/2025 

 Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate 

 £'000 £'000 £’000 £'000 

Authorised Limit for external debt 
-  

     

Borrowing  508,420 596,862 701,422 655,563 

Other Long-term liabilities 2,200 2,200 2,200 2,200 

TOTAL 510,620 590,062 703,622 657,763 

      

Operational Boundary for external 
debt -  

    

Borrowing 462,200 542,601 637,657 595,966 

Other long-term liabilities 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 

TOTAL 464,200 544,601 639,657 597,966 

      

Estimated actual external debt (31 
March) 

312,844 393,245 488,301 446,610 

     

Upper limit for fixed interest rate 
exposure 

    

Net principal re fixed rate 
borrowing  

510,620 590,062 703,622 557,763 

Net principal fixed rate investment 
(exc. Subsidiaries) 

 

Net principal fixed rate loans to 
subsidiaries of Medway Council 

 

50,000 

 

 

100,000 

 

50,000 

 

 

100,000 

50,000 

 

 

100,000 

50,000 

 

 

100,000 

       

Upper limit for variable rate 
exposure 

     

      

Net principal re variable rate 
borrowing / investments (excluding 
LOBOs) 

LOBO Limit 

100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 

 

 

102,000 

 102,000 102,000 102,000   

Upper limit for total principal sums 
invested for over 1 year  

    

(per maturity date) 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 
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TABLE 5: Maturity structure of fixed rate 
borrowing during 2021/2022 

upper limit  lower limit 

under 12 months  50%  0% 

12 months and within 24 months 50%  0% 

24 months and within 5 years 50%  0% 

5 years and within 10 years 50%  0% 

10 years and above 100%  0% 
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Appendix 4 – Specified and Non-specified Investments 

SPECIFIED INVESTMENTS: (All such investments will be sterling denominated, with maturities up 
to maximum of 1 year, meeting the minimum ‘high’ rating criteria where applicable) 

 * Minimum 
‘High’ Credit 
Criteria 

Use 

Debt Management Agency Deposit 
Facility 

-- In-house and Fund 
Manager 

Term deposits – local authorities   -- In-house and Fund 
Manager 

Term deposits – banks and building 
societies  

See note 1 In-house and Fund 
Manager 

Collateralised deposit  (see note 3) UK sovereign 
rating  

In-house and Fund 
Manager 

Certificates of deposit issued by banks 
and building societies  

See note 1 In-house and Fund 
Manager 

UK Government Gilts UK sovereign 
rating  

In-house buy and hold 
and Fund Manager 

Bonds issued by multilateral 
development banks  

AAA In-house buy and hold 
and Fund Manager 

Bond issuance issued by a financial 
institution which is explicitly guaranteed 
by the UK Government (refers solely to 
GEFCO - Guaranteed Export Finance 
Corporation) 

UK sovereign 
rating  

In-house buy and hold 
and Fund Manager 

Sovereign bond issues (other than the 
UK govt) 

AAA In-house buy and hold 
and Fund Manager 

Treasury Bills UK sovereign 
rating 

In house and Fund 
Manager 

Government Liquidity Funds *  Long-term 
AAA 

volatility rating 
V1+        

In-house and Fund 
Managers 

Money Market Funds CNAV, LVNAV or 
VNAV 

* Long-term 
AAA 

volatility rating 
V1+         

In-house and Fund 
Managers 

Note 1. Award of “Creditworthiness” Colour by Link as detailed in paragraph 1.55.2.  

Accounting treatment of investments.  The accounting treatment may differ from the underlying 
cash transactions arising from investment decisions made by this Council. To ensure that the 
Council is protected from any adverse revenue impact, which may arise from these differences, we 
will review the accounting implications of new transactions before they are undertaken. 
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NON-SPECIFIED INVESTMENTS: These are any investments which do not meet the Specified 
Investment criteria.  A maximum of 70% ** will be held in aggregate in non-specified investment 

1.  Maturities of ANY period 

 * Minimum 
Credit Criteria 

Use ** Max total 
investments 

Max. maturity 
period 

Fixed term deposits with 
variable rate and variable 
maturities: -Structured 
deposits 

See note 1 In-house  £10m Lower of 5 years 
or Link duration 
rating 

Property Funds See note 2 In-house £25m 
(original cost 
of 
investment)  

N/A 

 

2.  Maturities in excess of 1 year 

 * Minimum 
Credit Criteria 

Use ** Max total 
investments 

Max. maturity 
period 

Term deposits – local 
authorities  

-- In-house £25m 5 Years 

Term deposits – banks 
and building societies  

See note 1 In-house £25m As per Link 
duration rating 

Certificates of deposit 
issued by banks and 
building societies covered 
by UK Government 
(explicit) guarantee 

See note 1 and 
2 

In-house  £25m As per Link 
duration rating 
and see note 3 

Certificates of deposit 
issued by banks and 
building societies  

See note 1 and 
2 

In-house  £25m As per Link 
duration rating 
and see note 3 

UK Government Gilts   UK sovereign 
rating  

In-house £25m  see note 1 

Bonds issued by 
multilateral development 
banks  

AAA  In-house £10m see note 1 

Sovereign bond issues 
(other than the UK govt)  

AAA  In-house £10m  see note 1 

Social Enterprises See note 3 In House £5m 25 years 

Note 1. Award of “Creditworthiness” Colour by Link Treasury services as detailed in paragraph 
1.55.2 

Note 2. Property Funds are not credit rated.  

Note 3. Property Funds: up to an aggregate of £25m may be invested in collective property Funds 
(based on original cost of investment) 
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Note 4. Social Enterprises may not be credit rated 

** If forward deposits are to be made, the forward period plus the deal period should not exceed 
one year in aggregate.   

N.B. buy and hold may also include sale at a financial year end and repurchase the following day in 
order to accommodate the requirements of SORP. 
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Appendix 5 – Approved countries for investments 

Based on lowest available rating  

AAA 

• Australia 

• Denmark 

• Germany 

• Luxembourg 

• Netherlands 

• Norway 

• Singapore 

• Sweden 

• Switzerland 

 

AA+ 

• Canada 

• Finland 

• U.S.A 

 

AA 

• Abu Dhabi (UAE) 

• France 

 

AA- 

• Belgium 

• Hong Kong 

• Qatar 

• U.K. 
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Appendix 6 – Amendments to the Treasury Management Practices 

The following principal changes have been made to the TMPs compared with those published in 
January 2021 

  

Treasury Management Practice 1: Treasury Risk Management 

• 1.24 borrowing limits updated to reflect figures in this strategy 

• 1.83 references to paper-based copies of activities and a paper-based diary have been 
replaced by electronic versions  

 

Treasury Management Practice 2: Performance Measurement 

• 2.2 In respect of performance outcomes monthly treasury team meetings replaced by 
monitoring interest and financing costs as part of the quarterly revenue monitoring cycle 

• 2.2 reference to comparative reviews replaced by reference to regular benchmarking 
reviews 

• 2.4 & 2.5 referred to monthly meetings with head of Finance Strategy and Finance business 
partner – Corporate Finance. These paragraphs have been deleted 

 

Treasury Management Practice 4 Approved Instruments, Methods and Techniques 

• 4.6 reference to EC Capital grants deleted from the list of sources of finance 

 

 

Treasury Management Practice 11: Use of External Service Providers 

• 11.11 Note added that Link contract was extended to 28 February 2022 
 

 

 

 

 

 


